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Classification of Lower Chehalis 
The Lower Chehalis languagep 1 spoken in a limited 
region of southwestern Washington, is a member of the 
Olympic Branch cir the Coast Division of Salish, a North 
American Indian'language family~ Boas classified Salish 
into Interior and Coas-t "dialectsn and regarded Lower 
Chehalis and Upper Chehalis as paired main dialects within 
the Coastal Group, giving Quine.ult, Humptullps, and Lower 
Chehalis as subdia.lects of a main dialect, Lower Chehalis. 2 
Swadesh's classification of the Salish languages, based 
on the application of lexicostatistlc dating to the data 
from Boas' °Comparative Salish Vocabularies 0 • 3 put Lo·wer 
' Chehalis with the "Satsop Group" {that is, Upper Chehalis 
and Lower Cowlitz) and Quinault as coordinate units within 
1Fieldwork for this project was conducted in the 
Spring of 1967 by N. Dale Kinkade and by the author during 
the summers of 1967 and 1968. The project was supported 
by a National Science Foundation Grant in coordination with 
the Survey of Linguistic Relationships. During the academic 
year 1967-1968, further research by the author was macle 
possible by a half-time research assistantship administered 
by the Department of Anthropology of the University of Kansas. 
2Boas, Franz, and Herr.a.an Haeberlin. "Sound Shifts 
in Sa.11shan Dialects", International Journal of A.rner1can 
Linguistics, 4: 117-136 (1927). -
3Boas, F'ranz. "Comparative Salish Vocabularies", 
manuscript S2 i.n the Franz Boas Collection on American 
Indian Lan5uages. The American Philosophical Soci.ety, 
Philadelphia, ca. 1925. 
FIGURE 1 
Map of Washington 
The shaded area represents the approximate 4 area occupied formerly by the Lower Chehalis. 
the Olympic Branch of the Coast Division.5 Comparison of the 
Lower Chehalis materials obtained during the present inves-
6 tigation with data r·ecently made available from Quinaul t 
4 Boas and Haeberlin, .Q.E.• cit .• p. 119. 
5swadesh, Morris. ttsalish Internal Relationships", 
International Journal of American Linguistics, 16: 157-167 (1950). --
6 Gibson, James A. ttQuinault Phonemics", Unpublished 
master's th~s1s, University of Washington, 1964. 
3 
and from Upper Chehalis? suggests that Lower Chehalis 
and Quinault are more closely related to each other than 
they are to Upper Chehal1 s ( which Swade sh classiflecl 
within the 0Satsop Group 11 ). Thus 1 t would appear more 
correct to regard Lower Chehalis and Quinault together 
as constituting ' a sub-group of the Olympic Branch. 
There may have been as many as five dialects of 
Lower Chehalis formerly: Copalis, Humptulips, Wynoochle, 
Grays Harbor, and Willapa. 8 Some of the informants have 
indicated that Humptulips was a dialect of L01rnr Chehalis, 
instead of a separate language; it will be treated in 
this report as one of the Lower Chehalis dialects, rather 
than according to Boas' classification. Nevertheless, 
the exact status of any of the dialects has yet to be 
determined, with the possible exception of the one(s) 
represented by the speech of the informants involved in 
this study. 
Current Statu~ of the ~angua~~ 
It 1s difficult to determine from the population 
figures that Powell gives how many Lower Chehalis were 
living at the time of his investigation; but it would 
7Kinkade, M. Dale. "Phonology and Morphology of 
Upper Chehalis't, Parts I-IV, International Journal of 
American b_inguistics, 29: 181-195, 345-356 (1963), JO: 32-61. 
251-260 (1964); and "Vowel Alternation in Upper Chehalis", 
International Journal of American Linguistics, 32: ·343-349 
(1966). -
8Th1s was pointed out to me by Kinkade. 
4 
seem that the number was not large. 9 ., 
The figures given by Chafe for the number of 
remaining speakers of Lower Chehali~ appear to be approx-
imately correct.10 In 1967. only eight persons could be 
located who avowed knowledg·e of the language or were 
reputed to be speakers. From this group the four indi-
viduals, who served as informants 'Were: :Mrs. Nina Charley 
Bumgarner, of Taholah; Mr. Lewis Hawlrn, of Bay Center; 
Mrs. Edna Clark: Olsen, of South Bend; and Nr. Claude 
Waine, also of South Bend.11 
The Aims §:!!1 General Outline pf th~ R~~ort 
In view of the fact that Lower Chehalis, like a 
number of other North American Indian languages, is im-
minently bound to become extinct within a relatively few 
years, the importance of recording as much data as possible 
1s quite obvious. The availability of such data is a 
requisite for comparison with materials from other related 
9Powell, J ... W. *'Indian Linguistic Families North 
of Mexico", Seventh Annual Renert, Bureau of American 
Ethnology, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 
1891, p. 100. 
10 , Chafe, Wallace L. »Estimates Regarding the 
Present Speakers of North American Indian Languages", 
Internatione.l Journal of American Linsulstics, 28: 162-171, 
(1962). He gives the riumber of speakers as ten, all of 
them over fifty years of age. 
11 The average ::-1se of the informants at that time 
was sixty-seven; the oldest informant was sixty-nine, and 
the youngest was sixty-four. 
languages for the purpose of determining the nature of 
their interrelationships. 
Other than the limited information gathered by 
Te1t and Boas around the turn of this century, 12 the 
only other published sources of Lower Chehalis are some 
sketchy forms re~orded during the 19th Century. For 
.5 
13, , , e~ample, Swan lists ,£h,?t_t low 11 oystersn, moo ser neyes 0 , 
nar-whatl' "yesn, 12ar 'n_icl.1 ntenn, and sartl 11 two 0 , which 
have been recorded during the present investigation as 
, f W '? ') W ,, ) ' t V ce±:1e~ , mu su , nax a~ (t'correct/true 11 , pa•nec, and 
• sal, respectively. 
The intention of this thesis ~s to present a 
description of the phonology of Lower Chehalis based on 
the items obtained through interviews with the informants 
during the summers of 1967 and 1968. A thorough description 
of the language, including a complete statement on the 
semological component, 14 is not yet possible owing to the 
lack of sufficient primary data. 1 5 Although most of the 
data recorded consist of lexical items, the limited amount 
12Boas and Haeberlin, .Q.I?.• cit. 
1 3swan, James G. 'rhe Northwest Coast; or,. three 
years' residence in Washinp;ton Territor.y, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1857, pp. 412-421. 
14cr" Wallace L. Chafe, ••Language as Symbolizationu, 
La!}_g~, 43: 57-91 (1967). 
15one of th~ main problems encountered during 
work in the field was the fact that each of the informants 
has spoken English to the virtual exclusion of Lower 
Chehalis for many years, and none of them could be con-
sidered to be fluent in the latter language. 
of textual material which ls available provides some 
information about the morphophonemics of the language. 
6 
Chapter Two includes a. brief and informal charac-
terization of the phonological component and of systematic 
phonemics. The chapter also includes an explanation of 
the distinctive features appearing in the report, the 
set of fully-specified phonemes of the language, and a 
short discussion of giottalized sonorants. 
The phonological rules 1--rhich are proposed for the 
language appear in Chapter Three. Due to the limitations 
of the field data (see footnote 15), the possibility of 
determining the syntactic structure to a reasonable extent, 
and hence the nature of the syntactically-determ·ined 
phonological rules of the language, has been consider~bly 
restricted. In particular, the rules governing the place-
ment of stress, on polysyllabic stems in isolation and on 
formatives in strings, are presently indeterminable. 
Throughout the report, forms given in systematic phonemic 
orthography are marked for primary stress, and phonetic 
data are marked for primary andt if occurrent, secondary 
stress. 
In Chapter Four, irregular or otherwise unexplain-
able items in the data are discussed, and there are brief 
sections on reduplication and on loanwords. 
The glossary lists all of the Lower Chehalis 
forms cited in the text of the report as well as the items 
from a lexicostatistical word list which it was possible 
to elicit.16 In general, the English glosses·are the 
ones suggested by the informants. 
Throughout the report, the orthographic symbols 
7 
used in the systematic phonemic citation of forms correspond 
to the phonemic orthography" used for Upper Chehalis, 17 
' • , 
except for the following: whereas the symbols /'!A/, /e/, 
t 
and. /o/are used for Upper Chehalis citations, I:,, i, and 
1!• re spec ti vely, are employed. for the segments to which 
these symbols correspond in Lower Chehalisc 
16 Samarin, William J. Field Linguistics, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1967,-:o. 220. 
17Kinkade, "Phonology and Morphology of Upper 
-Chehalistt, oo. cit. See especially Part I, pp. 182ff~ 
Not }hen re.ported for Upper Chehal:t s are: i, -/J., m,, w 
and y, but Kinkade now believes these to be necessary 
for an accurate description of Upper Chehalis phonology 
(personal communication). A phoneme /a•/ is reported 




The Phonological Component 
Although there is a cons-iderable diversity of 
opinion regarding the precise nature of the phonological 
component in a g,enerati ve grammar, there are certain 
aspects of generative phonology about which there is 
relative agreement. Specifically, the theory states 
that for each language there exist phonological rules, 
or P rules, some of which can be stated in terms of 
universal interpretive principles and others which must 
be formulated as language-particular rules. The functlon 
of P rules is to derive phonetic representation from the 
more abstract level of sys_tematic phonemics;18 thus P rules 
map structures of one level onto those of another. 19 
Furthermore, the P rules const:i.tute an ordered set which 
apply cyclically, starting with the minimal elements of 
surface syntactic. structure and working "outwa.rdtt from 
the innermost constituents (or 0 upward" if the structure 
1s represented in a tree-diagram) until they are exhausted, 
20 i.e., none apply. 
18stanley, Richard • .-.Redundancy Rules in Phonology 11 , 
La_t}__gua.s~, 43: P• 407 (1967). 
19 . ~., p. 424. 
20 · Chomsky, Noam. Asnects of the Theor* o( _Syntax, 
The r-1.I.'r. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 19 5, p. 143. 
However, as Stanley, .2.E.• cl~., p. 395, indicates, neither 
redundancy rules nor low level phonetic rules apply 
cyclically. 
9 
Systematic Phonemics and Phonological Redundanc,v.. 
The level of systematic phonemics is not to be 
mistaken for one at which all of the predictable phonetic 
features have been extracted and only the 0 relative 
distinctionstt are mentioned. The distinction between 
P rules. which change feature values, and redundancy rules, 
which state redundancies ~t the systematic phonemic level, 
is quite clear. As Stanley has pointed outt however, 
unless the inputs to the P rules are fully specif:ied 
matrices,. 1. e., containing no blanks, specious general-
izations can result from the improper use of blanks in 
which they acquire a "third 0 value which is nei"ther plus_ 
nor minus (or, neither marked nor unmarked, as the case 
may be). 21 
Stanley' s proposal for Iforpheme Structure Condi -
tions represents somewhat of a departure ftom previous 
work in generative phonology with regard to redundancy 
rules. Whereas phonological redundancy ha,s usually been 
treatecl within generatlve phonology by Morpheme Structure 
rules and Blank :Pilling rules, each consti tu.ting a.n ordered 
subset of the P rules, Stanley's argument is that a set of 
unordered statements about the structure of morphemes----the 
Morpheme Structure Conditions---1s adequate to account for 
phonological redundancy and that in keeping such state-
ments separate from the phonological rules of a language, 
21 · Stanley, .Q.E.• cit., pp. 409-411. 
10 
the problems wh:l.ch can arise from having the. latter rules 
apply to matrices that contain bla~ks are avoided. 22 
Thus while P rules change feature vcilues and relate the 
level of systematic phonemics to phonetic substance, the 
Morpheme Str~cture Conditions, quite apart, are statements 
about the constra1nts on morpheme segment structure and 
morpheme sequence structure by which real economy can be 
achieved in dictionary entries. 
The Distinctive Features 
The distinctive features employed in this report 
are defined 1 n Chomsl{y and Halle. 23 For the most part 
they are described in articulatory terms. 
Among the major class features are 0 consonantal" 
and 0 vocalicu. Consonantal sounds are . produced with a 
radical obstruction in the central region of the vocal 
cavity; the obstruction must be at · least as great as 
that found in fricatives. Sounds which are articulated 
without such an obstruction are nonconsonantai. 24 
Vocalic sounds are produced with an oral cavity 
in which the most radical constriction is less than that 
found in fricatives; and the vocal cords are positioned 
22· Ibid., P• 424. 
23chomsky, Noam, and Morris Halle. The Sound 
Pattern of English, Harper and Row, New York-, I9'68;pp. 
293-329. 
24Ibid., p. 302. 
11 
to allow spontaneous voicing. Sounds which fail to meet 
-. 25 
one or both of these conditions are nonvocalic. 
Among the cavity features are 11anterior", "coronal'', 
tongue-body features, urounded", and features involving 
secondary apertures. The feature 0 anterior0 refers to 
sounds produced with an obstruction which is located in 
front of the palato-alveolar region of the vocal tract. 
Sounds produced without such an obstruction are 
nonanterior. 26 
The feature ncoronal" refers to sounds in which 
the blade of the tongue is raised from its neutral position, 
i.e., the position of the tongue at rest. Sounds produced 
w1th the blade of the tongue in the neutral position are 
noncorona.l. 27 
The tongue-body features are "high", 11 low 11 , and 
•tbaclc". Sounds which are "high" are those which are 
produced with the body of .the tongue raised above the 
neutral position; sounds produced with the body of the 
tongue in the neutral position a:re nonhigh. 28 
Sounds which are "low" are produced by low~ring 
the body of the tongue below the neutrB,l position; non1ow 
25Ibid. 
- . 26 
~.,. p. 304. In consonants the feature 
"anterior" corresponds to the earlier feature 0 diffusett. 
27Ibld. ncoronal" corresponds to earlier 0 nongrave" 
in consonants. 
28~. 
sounds are produced without lowering the body of the 
tongue from this position. 29 
12 
And sounds which are 11backH are articulated by 
retracting the body of the tongue from the neutral position; 
nonback sou:::1ds are produced without such a retraction. 30 
Sounds characterized by the feature nrounded 11 
are produced with a narrowing of the lip orifice; sounds 
articulated without such a narrowing are nonrounded. 31 
Features involving secondary apertures are "nas~l" 
and n1aterali1 • The production of nasal sounds involves 
a lowering of the velum with the effect that the air stream 
is directed through the nasal cavity; _ the velum is raised 
in the production of nonnasal sounds so that the air 
escapes through the oral cavity~ 32 
Latera.l sounds are produced by lowering the mid 
section of the tongue at one or both sides so that the air 
escapes over the sides of the tongue; nonlateral sounds 
are produced without such a side passage.33 
"Continuant" and ttglottalized 1• are manner of 
articulation features. Continuant sounds are produced 
with a maximal constriction not exceeding that of 
29Ib1d., p. 305. 
3oibid. 
·Jlibid. 
32Ibid., p. 316. 
33~ •• p. 317. 
fricatives; thus the air flow past the constriction in 
the vocal cavity may be imped.ed, but it is not blocked. 
Noncontinuant sounds involve a constriction sufficient 
to effectively block the air flow.34 
lJ 
Glotta.lized sounds are produced by checking the 
air stream with ·an upward movement of the glottis, which 
is compressed or closed. Nonglottalized sounds are pro-
duced without such a move~ent.35 
The feature t1strident 0 is one of , the source features. 
Strident sounds are characterized as being "noisern than 
nonstrident sounds due to the. increa.sed turbulence at ·the 
point of articulation in the former.3 6 
Jakobson, Fant and Halle define the prosodic 
opposition of "long0 versus 0 short 0 {nonlong) as being 
based on the relative, rather than absolute, duration of 
the segments in a given sequence. The duration of long 
sounds is relatively greater than that of nonlong 
segments.37 
34Ibid. 
35Ibid., p. 323. Chomsky and Halle subsume the 
feature 0 g'iottalized!' under "ejection". 
36 Ibid., p. 329. 
37Ja.kobson, Roman, C. Gunnar N. Fant and Morris 
Halle. PrE.limine.ries to Speech Anal.Y.sis, The M.I.T. 
Press, Cambridge, 1951, p. 14. 
14 
The Phonemes of Lower Chehalis 
The distinctive feature representation for the 
systematic phonemes of Lower Chehalis in which each value 
is specified binarily for every segment as having either 
a plus or a minus value appears in Table 1. 
This representation provides for four major classes 
of segments (Figure 2): L~quids, which are vocalic 
+ consonantal] ; Vowels, which are [r vocalic - consonantal] ; _ 
Consonants, which are [- voc·a.lic + consonantal]; and 
Glides. which are [- vocalic - consonantal]. 
FIGURE 2 
The Major Natural Classes of Segments 
vocalic 
+ 
Liquids Vowels Consonants Glides 
Lines leading downward and to the left of the 
nodes represent plus values; and lines leading 
to the right represent minus values. 
15 
TABLE 1 
THE FULLY-SPECIFIED SYSTEMATIC PHONENES OF LOWER CHEHALIS 
' ' t • ' ' ' 1 1 a.. a U• u 1• 1 a ;\: s n n tr C C t m m p p " 
vocalic + -t- + + + + + + + - - - - - - - - -
consonantal + + - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
anterior + + - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
coronal + + - - - + + + + + + + + + 
low - - + + - - - - - - - - - -
back - - + + + + - - - - - - - - - - - -
high - - - - 1· + + + - - - - - - - -
continuant + + + + + + + + + + + - - - - -
rounded - - - - + + - - - - - - - - - -
nasal - - - + + - - - + + 
lateral +- + - - - + - + - - - - - -
strident - - - - - + + - - + + + - - - -
long - - + - + - + - - - - - - - - - - -
glottalized + + + + + + + 
' 'w ' "' " . .., xw 'W w t xw kw , ' s C C X q q q q k k k w w y y h ') • . 
vocalic - - - - - - - - -
consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + + + + - - - -
anterior - - - - - - - - - -
coronal + + + - - - - - - - - -
low - + + ,. + + + - - - - -
back - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
high + + + - + + + + + + + + + 
continuant + - - + + - - - + - - + + + + + -
rounded - + - + + + + + - - + + 
nasal - - - - - - - ... -
lateral - - - - - - -
strident + + + + + - - ·- - + - - - -
long - - -
glottalized - + - - - + + + + - + - + - - + 
16 
'I1he distinctions among the segments of each major 
class are represented by the tree-diagrams of Figures 3, 4, 
t 
and 5. The Liquid~l and l• are distinguished by their 
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w y h t) 
Feature Bierarch~ 
Although there appears to be a clear notion of 
"hierarchy of features" in the theory of generative grammar, 
it is evident that our understanding of this hierarchy is 
presently deficient. But as Postal points out, even though 
the "trees" of phonological features which·appear in many 
systematic descriptions are "neither actually a function 
of any phonological rules nor derivable in any systematic 
way from .the grammartt, they do seem to represent some 
"real facts about the relevant languages", and they nappear 
18 
3s· to· have much, if certainly not everything ln comm.on." 
It should be emphasized that although it is 
possible to schematize a unique 0 treen based on the 
hierarchy of the phonological features in the matrix 
(Table 1), a change in the hierarchical arrangement of 
certain of these features would lead to a different tree. 
For example, the feature nstrident" is red.undantly 
' specified for I:, and all other segments in the matrix 
' ' except£,,£, t, and!, for which it is distinctively 
specified. J ' ' And each of the segments&,.£, 9.., 1, and!_ 
is distinctively specified for the feature 0 lateral 0 • 
( See F1igure 6 .) 
FIGUB.E 6 
Redundancy 
' ' b b C t t 
lateral + - - - -
strident (+) + + 
The value given in parentheses represents 
a redundant sp~cificatibn. 
But if this arrangement were altered so that 
"strident" preceded "lateral'' in the feature hierarchy, 
it would no longer be possible to construct the 
tree-diagram in the fashion prescribed by the original 
' matrix; now the segment~ would be distinctively 
38Postal, Paul M. Asnects of Phonological Theory, 
Harper and Row, New·York, 1968, p. 6i and p. 165. 
specified for the feature 0 strldent 11 (as well as for 
the feature "lateral»), and the specification of values 
t 
19 
for the feature "lateral tt ·ror the segments i and t would 
be superfluous. {See Figure 7.) 
FIGURE 7 
Reordering .Two Features 
t t t 
b C C t t 
strident+++ 
lateral + ·(-) (-) 
Thus the formulation of a full set of statements 
concerning phonological redundancy in. the language will 
depend in large part upon determining the proper order 
in which the distinctive features are arranged. 
Additionally, the features may have a different 
order in different parts of the tree. For example, the 
feature order might be "low", "back", 0 high" ~or vowels, 
but "back", 0 low", nhightt for consonants. In general, 
the more even the breaks the fewer the munber of 
specifications that are required.39 
AsymmetrY., 
The inventory of phonological segments in Lower 
· 40 Chehalis is very similar to the system of Quinault 
39Hoard (personal communication). 
40 Gibson, 2.E· cit., p. 2, p. 9. 
20 
LH and to that of Upper Chehalis, although there are some 
differences. It should be noted that the system is by 
no means symmetric~!. There is no unrounded *~ to contrast 
with rounded xw, a contrast that is present among all 
other back consonants in th~ system, just as there is no 
nonglottalized -~·h (except as a possible variant of the 
, 
glottalized for~) to contrast with glottalized ~, a contrast 
which is found among all other noncontinuant (stop) 
consonants. 
In addition, the contrast between long and nonlong 
vowels is not present in the segment 2,, which is always 
nonlong. The contrast between long and nonlong vowels is 
illustrated by the following examples: 
1 
W [' WJ ta•q... t-e •q "lick0 
stqa • ieq [stq:e • iAij "feather" 
sa.cet ~a<• ca:-t] "belly 0 
smula•qem [srnuls•qAm] "summer" 
mu• sem [ mu• s!-mJ nsleep 0 
pa,; [pa.~l"] 0 one n 
'w, [ 'w, J ;bek at lek at uhairu 




[mus] - [mos] 11 four 042 
' , ' , 
:f:a pilqs (b~pilqsJ "Palix 
River 0 
"il ['}i~J "eat 0 • 
41 Kinkade, "Phonology and Morpholosy of Upper 
Chehalis: I", pp. 181-182. 
42The notation u_u means 11 alternates freely with". 
Glottalized Sonorants 
Glottalized sonorants have been attested in 
several languages in the Northwest: Haida (a member of 
' ' , ' · t ' the Nadene stock), which has y_, ;!!, !!!,, !l, JJ, and l; 
Tsimshian (Penutian stock) and Kwakiutl (Wakashan 
' ' ' ' t family), which have il._, ~, m,, n,, and l; and Nootka 
' ' ' ' 43 (Wakashan fs.mily), which has y_, 1'.!, fil, and !!· 
21 
The status of glottalized sonoiints in certain 
Salish languages has been somewhat of an unresolved 
problem, although perhaps marginal. Gibson identifies 
glottalized variants for Quinault which he does not con-
sider as being phonemically distinct from the nonglottal-
i·zed ones. 44 Vogt states that in Kalispel "many words, 
nouns and verbs, contain glottalized sonants where no 
non--glottalized forms exist 0 • 45 In Coeur d'Alene, 
however, the following glottalized segments contrast 
phonologically with corresponding nonglottalized ones: 
• , • 'w , t • , 46 z. !i, R, IL, !!!, n, 1, and !:· 
4 ·. . 3sapir, Edward.. 0 Glottalized Continuants in 
Navajo, Noot1ra and Kwakiutl (with a note on Indo-European)", 
Selected Wri tinn;s 9_:[ Edward Sanir in L[rnr;uage, Culture,_ ~"'1.d 
Personalltx., Davld G. Mandelbaum, editor, The University of 
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1949, pp. 
225-250. See especially p. 226f. Sonorants are also 
termed 0 resonants 0 or "sonantstt by various other writers. 
44 Glbson, 2.E• c~t. 
4r. 
.:;,Vogt, Hans. The Kalispel, Langua~, I Kommisjon 
Hos Jacob Dybwad, Oslo, Norway, 194J, p. 64. 
46 Sloat, Clarence. "Phonological Redundancy 
Rules in Coeur d'.Alene 11 , unpublished doctoral thesis, 
University of Washington, 1966, 34-35. 
Although there are no minimal pairs among the 
items in the present Lower Chehalis corpus, there are 
' t some sub-minimal contrasts between glottalized 1, !l, 
' ' ' E., ~' and y_ and nonglottalized 1., n, !_:~,and y:_: 
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' ,.., snica [~nlca:J (a character in a story)/ sna"cam 
r , a<....,. 7 
LSna<" · ci-mJ "old ,;•rnman°; 
, ' , , w r{ , , w / , w , w 
(!!/Q!) temax 43E Lt~max qAs] "beads" mui en [mo)$ An] 
"pay"; 
( l .. 1 ) ' •'" r, ' ""']. · / .,., ' r " ' J !! sewic Lsewic 0 cattail 0 wican L!rica<n uwhere? 0 ; 
( '/) ,w,, ri ,w,, / -y . y sq uyaq_ Lsq oyAqJ "belch" syeq L_sYAqJ "name!•. 
Also, there is some free variation between 
glottalized and nonglottalized segments, especially among 
nasals in word-final position. For example: 
Furthermore, a few forms which are cognate in 
Lower Chehalis and Quinault show a glottalized segment 
in the former language corresponding to a nonglottalized 
segment in the latter. For example, Lower Chehalis 
teptan [_t~pta<n"J nbeach" corresponds to Quinaul t 
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'o 47 · v , t [" , , J tepta n; and Lower Chehalis suwe± suN-el 0 road/path" 
1s cognate with Qi1inault [sugwe:J:J (phonetically) "road 11 • 48 
47Gibson, .££· ~1~., p. 11. 
48From personal field data on Queets, a dialect 
of Quinault. 
CHAPTER 'l'HREE 
Lower Chehalis Phono1og_ical Rules 
As mentioned above, the phonological rules of 
a language are the. means of deriving phonetic strings 
from the more abs'tract level of systematic phonemic 
·strings. In.the ·theori of transformational grammar, 
the rewriting rules of the base, in the syntactic com-
ponent, generate deep structure t·rhich consists of pre-
terminal strings of labellecl and bracketed grammatical 
formatives. Lexical forme.tives,- each o·f which consists 
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of a set of phonological, semantic, and syntactic features, 
are inserted into the strings in accordance with the 
transformational rules specified by the contextual features 
belonging to the lexical entries. 49 Just those strings 
which are well-formed. a.re · mapped into surface structure 
by the sequence of singularly transformations, which 
ufilter out" those strings which do not meet this con-
dition.50 Surface structure . is then given a phonetic 
interpretation by the rules of the phonological component 
and a semantic interpretation by the rules of the semantic 
49chomsky, .QQ• cit., pp. 82-90. 
50cr. C .J. Fillmore, nrI'he Position of Embedding 
Transformations :tn a Grammar", ji~rd, 19: 208-231 (1963). 
· component. 51 
The phonological rules of Lower Chehalis appear 
to be at least partially ordered. If further syntactic 
information were available, it sho1-1.ld be possi bJ.e to 
determine the depth of ordering more exactly, if not 
totally. 
Rule ( 1 ) . .52 applies to bisyllabic verb stems in 
which primary stress falls on the vowel of the second 
syllable of the base form: 
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(1) xJ_vl x 2 V 2x 3 -> x1 v1x 2x3 /{• __ + 'con~i~t::~ ve intran-}.53 
'past' 
t With the addition of the suffix~ denoting contlnuatj_ve 
intransitive aspect (-1~1- continua ti ve intransitive, ::~m 
third singular su1;.iject) or in the context 'past' , the stress 
falls on the vowel (V1 ) of the first syllable of the stem, 
and the vowel (V2 ) of the second syllable of the stem is 
51 Chomsky, op. cit. See, however, James D •. NcCawley, 
"The Role of ,.Semantics in a Gra.mme,r 11 , Universals in Linguistic 
The or~, Emmon Be.ch and Hobert T. Harms, editors, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1968, pp. 124-169; and 
Wallace L. Chafe, 0 Language as Symbolization11 , 212.· cit, for 
a different interpretation in which the place of separate 
syntactic and semantic components within a system of 
description is seriously questioned. 
52The numbering is simply a means of labelling the 
rules; 1 t is not meant to imply th9.~ the numbers reflect any 
sort of ordering unless that is specifically stated. 
53+ represents morpheme (and in some cases word) 
boundary; V stands for vowel; and X represents a segment 
other than a vovrel (i.e., a nonvowel). 
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elided. If x3 1s a stop, it may be aspirated; - otherwise 
[ . e] an epenthetic may me optionally inserted after x3 • 
Examples are: 
'>1_54 + qe1eq "run (males) 0 + -~T~n 
runn1ng 0 ; 
.,i_ + loqec 0 cry (males) n + -{rerl_ 
crying"; 
, ' ''iq82:qwen "He is 
'>i- + han8s 11 thunder 1• + -\!ren --;;'> "ihanm!ran ttit is thunder-
ing0; 
.. , , ( ) . '>i- + cepaf 11 lighten referring to weather"+~~ 
'Y, ' '>icep1wan "It is lightning"; 
tit (definite article)+ yelefw 0 findtt +'past'+ -en 
( 
· ) I W V transitive marlrnr + :..211!'!. . _t1I 0 -> tyell enc en °1 found 
it 0 ; and 
h1lu (negative) + "ac- (stative aspect) + yelexw -r 'past·• ........ _ . - . 
+~(transitive marker)+ tat (definite article) 
I , I W I + ~a'>qa'> -> hilu ~acyelx en tat ia?qa" 0 '11he children - . 
have not been fou"ndn • 
. There are a number of other lexica of this type 
whose function seems to be essentially cne of predication. 
For example: 
intransitive suffix); 
• 54.,i- seems to be a prefix which also signals the 
continuative aspect in predication. It is, however, 
optional; thus ~iq8±qi~ren - qelq~~;en 11 He is running 11 , etc. 
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, . • ,, ' na~es 11 be sleepy"; "acn~q:sy8q O ( Someone) is sleepy" 
<:f_~q_ lexical suffix); 
, , ' , • • ' ' ,, -celep 11 circle/be round'•; "accaJ.ne'±tam tat teni.m "'.Chere 
is a circle around the moon" (calpe± "round/circle around 
' ' , ' ) around the moon rt , - t em ? , t enirn *'moon" ; and 
' , . ' ' 
bepJ ~- 11 low/down/below0 ; siw ~a~_£ " 1l'hat is too low! u 
' (siw ntoo (excessively)_", ta..,.?, ~a:fu.£ "deep/low0 ). 
Rule (2) states that long vowels become short 
when unstressed: 
( 2) [+ longJ -> [- long] / [T 1 
For example, sa•cat 0 belly 0 , phonetice.lly . [sa<• c:i-tJ t but 
"'' .., . . [ , ' ...,,J sa•_culac 0 intestinestt sa< -cul¼c • As a measure of economy 
in rule application,· rule (1) preceeds (2); where rule 
(1) applies, theoretically rule (2) could only ap:pl.y to 
Vl' the zero gre.de of v2 ,nullifying the possibility of the 
rule applying to this segment in view of the condition 
that rules do not apply vacuously. 55 
Rule (3) applies to the formation of diminutives 
and, to a restricted degree, plurals. The rule, given 
informally in three parts ls: 
C~a) In the formation of the diminutive of trisyllable 
55Postal, Paul. Constituent Structure: A Study 
of Contemporary Mod.els of S.vntactic Description, Indiana 
University, Bloomington-,-1967, p. 10; and Chomsky, .£E.• 
ill•, p. 39. 
stems by the addition of the suffix -u", _:: is in-• 
serted after the vowel of the stressed syllable of 
the stem. 
(3b) In the formatlon of the diminutive of bisyllabic 
stems by the a.ddi ti on of the suffix .::_U.,, ::._ is in-
serted after the vowel of the second syllable of 
the stem. 
{Jc) In the formation of the diminutive of monosyllabic 
stems by the adcli ti on o.f the suffix .::.E..:., is in--
se rted after the stem vowel. 
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Condition: the stem cannot contain~ in this position. 
If~ does occur in this position, the 
shape of the stem is not altered~ 
Exemplary of the application of rule (Ja) are 
the following pa.irs, the second member of the pair being 
the diminutive form (or plural, as indicated): 
, f -.,56 # t V 
lewelm8s "Lower Chehalis/Ind.iann and ~8W8"lme su" ua 
young Lower Chehalis person/a young Indian"; 
W # V W ~, V V sk enu:±cic 0 owl" and s1c ·enu"±cicu" 0 little ow1:1 ; 
nultaJ.me S 11 person 11 and nu.l:tr:i'>lm8su" ttteenage boyn; and 
t , y t , y 
t0lapes (?) and t0la"pasu" "wild dog"(?). 
Some examples of the application or rule (3b) 
-------------··-· 
r. 56·rhis was also recorded as [±ew@im:i:SJ, 
Llewe>lmis], and [lewe>lem1sJ. 
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to bisyllabic stems are: 
' ,t ' , ' 
S 4Velqin "slave 0 ancl syelqi "nu" 0 li ttle slave 0 ; 
w , w , slr ivuh "squirrel O and ~lf. iyu"hu" st li ttle squirrel"; 
ceqa~ '1tree•t and. ce_ga"~u" 0 saplingtl; 
sq!ql:ne* nwom'7n/female" and sqlq±n a:iu: 11 11 ttle glrl 11 ; 
...,· ' ..., , ' c1t(an) nolder brother,. and ci ta"nu" 0 adolescent brother11 ; 
sna")cam 11 old woman° and sna"ca"mu,,57 0 1ittle old 
woman"; and 
'w,, •w,' , lek an "earring" and ±ek a"nu" "earringsu (.::..~ lexical 
suffix 11 ear1t). 
And examples of the application of (Jc) to 
monosyllabic stems are: 
I , t 
!fill.I!. 0 son° and ma"nu" "small son*'; 
my_ 11 older sister•• 2 .. nd .Ya"lu~ 0 adole scent sister"; 
w w w, w . sx ux 0 old man° and sx a"x u" 0 11.ttle old man"; and . . -- . . 
nesc "younger brothertt and na"'scu,, '111 ttle brother". 
The application of the rule is blocked wh~n the 
condition stated in the rule is not met, as in the 
following: 
t , ' ~eti" 0 spoon" and leti"u" 0 teaspoon" (rather th9.n 
*± eti" "u"); and 
..., '"' ( , "') "cat" and pu"su" 0 ki tten" and not ~·ou""su" • 
57see the comment on vowel alternation below. 
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There are, in addition, a limited number 6f forms 
which a.re n.ot explained by rule (3) ancl for which there 
is not enough information at the moment to determine the 
manner of diminutive or plural formation with a reasonable 
degree of certainty. For example, the following 
derivations: 
!~">aq 0 childu, ~a''5La" nchildrenu, and =:::a~qu" "small 
childn; 
st{~: 0 man/male 0 and stl"xwu,, nyoung man/boytt; and 
qa~'>a58 "dogn and qa:;;c"u. 0 dogs 0 ('small dog' ?)IJ 
In the case of x1:i"aa ancl stf'r.,ixw, an extension of rule . ... 
(Jc) to account for the deletion of the second (unstressed) 
vowel in the derivative formation of the diminutive or the 
plural might be appropriate, but only if additional data 
·nere avatlable to confirm this. 
Rule (4,) is a rule of assimilation which states 
that the contrast between rounded and unrounded back 
consonants adjacent to E within a morpheme is neutralized, 
all back consonants being rounded in this position: 
(4) [- rounded] -),, 
58This was also recorded as [qa:('] • 
59The not a ti on ¢ -,- yr /,-::i,* 18 1 s an a bbrevia ti on of 
two (rules involving) symmetric environments: 1) ¢ 
f /0../3, and 2) -> f I/Jct... 
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The contrast between rounded and unrounded back corisonants 
1 s maintained ·when adjacent . to other vowels. For example: 
. w 
xas "bad" versus yex "daylight"; . • . - -, ' I w / sqiq~ne1:: 1•·womap female 11 versus q iq 0 green yellow"; 
' ,·w, ' . . qe1 "sweet" ve.rsus q eh±me~ nwrite"; ·-·- · ---·--.....--...... 
, W ~T 
~-~i Hflower 11 and 9:£:-P~· "sal t/sal ty 0 versus q aq 
0 ravent1 ; and 
· w kenctlC st Canadian° versus k 811 "hold/grasp 11 • 
Therefore it seems unlikely that all of the underlying 
back consonants adjacent to£ are systematically rounded. 
But because of the indete~minacy of the systematic value 
for the feature 11 rounded" in this case, all segments 
which are subject to rule (4) are treated, according to 
the phonetic output, as though they were in fact 
systematically rounded. 60 
There are a number of instances of alternation 
between [±J and [1 J in several items in the corpus, but 
it is unclear what the exact circumstances leading to 
this alternation are. Some examples are (phonetically): 
[p.t;t<•n~±] 11bark (dogs) 0 and ["1pa<•n3:l3:n] 11barking"; 
[q"~h±m¼~:j "write" and ["eqwlh±tn1l~n] "wri ting 11 ; 
r ,,, J ,,, -, 
LSUtmt± nbe sick/vomi t 11 and L"isutm~l:h1lJ O 'being' 
60 Additional morphophonemic information could 
sick0 ; 
reduce the problem considerably; for example, there is 
evidence that some phonetic [v]' s are systematically de-
rived from phonemic e occurring between rotinded velars. 
(This was pointed out to me by 'Kin..t{ade.) 
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, ,, ,.,?, 
and [pe"tm~J:j 0 weave (baskets, etc.) 0 and tipa--tm~l~nJ 
0 weavingt1 • · 
The evidence is insufficient to determine whether 
the alternation is syntactically determined merely by the 
presence or absence of _::.fil.1 ( third singular subject) or 
whether the conditioning factors are more general than this. 
Furthermore, the contrast between glottalized and 
nonglottalized liquids, nasals, and nonlow glides follow-
ing a long vowel within a moipheme is neutralized, all of 
the former segments being glottalized in this position. 
, , t 
lt,or example: pa•ne± 11bark (dogs)", "i•les 0 tomorrowtt, . , ' "' filila• nec ••mountain", etc. It 1 s unclear whether this is 
strictly a sequence constraint and that all of the under-
lying segments are systematically glottalized or whether 
long vowels have the capacity to glottalize these segments 
in this context. 
1.£1f Level Phonological Rules 
There is considerably more variation in the arti-
culation of vowels than there is in the production of 
liquids, consonants, and glides i·n Lower Chehalis. And 
among the vowels, the production of the segment~ is the 
most v-arlable. 61 
61 · Aert H. Kuipers mentions a similar phenomenon 
in Squamish {Coast Salish) in The Squamish Languap;e, Mouton 
and Company, The Hague and Paris, 1967, p. 25: "The Squa.mish 
vowels---especially /e/---sho·r,,r more variatlon than the 
consonants, and they may vary mainly in the function of 
the latter." 
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The description of certain phonologipal pfocesses 
involving systematic vowels will necessitate the intro-
duction of the feature "tensen, which is a manner of 
articulation feature. (See Figure 8.) Tense sounds are 
produced with greater articulatory effort than nontense 
(lax) ones. Tense vowels in particular are executed 
with a greater deviation from the rest position of the 
.vocal tract during which the articulatory configuration 
6? remains stationary. -
F'IGURE 8 
The Values of Vowels for the Feature "Tense" 
a• a U• u i• i a 
tense - - + + + + -
The systematic high vowels are thus [+ tense] 
and the systematic nonhigh vowels are [:. tense] • 
Furthermore,·1t will,be necessary to assign 
gradient values to the allophone~ of each systematic 
vo-wel in order to formulate some of the phonological 
processes ln terms of gradience rules. (See Figure 9.) 
The phones associa.ted with the segment §. are [a< a ~; 
those with u are [u o 0]; those with i are [1 e E. Ji and 
62chomsky and Halle, cit., pp. 324-325. 
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the ones with 2. a.re [3: e A r -v]. 63 The phones that belong 
to the segments~ and i are in all cases[+ tense] in 
contrast to those that belong to the segments~ and_~' 
which are [- tense] • ( See Figure 8.) 
F1IGURE 9 
Gradient Values 
0 back. 1 be.ck 2 back 
3 high 1 u 0 low 
2 high e e 0 1 low 
l high e A 'O 2 low 
0 high a< a 'B 3 low 
Rule (.5) applies to vowels adjacent to low con-
sonants. The first part of the rule, L5a). specifies 
that the segments :y.._:_, g, i_:, and 1-.. are phonetically [o•J, 
[o], [_e•J, and [eJ, respectively, in the context stated; 64 
( 5a) [ + high] -). [- high_] / [+ VJ [+ C l 
. _ * + lowj. 
Applying the rule: 
stiqi w "horse" is phonetically [steq et-U ; 
'w 'w sk ils 0 blue huckleberry" is G5k efsJ; 
63 [r]. and [ vJ will be discussed below. The allo-
phones of long vowels are of distinctively longer duration 
than those of corresponding nonlong vowels by definition. 
64or they may be even lower in the given context; 
thus u• -> [o• - __ o.J , -+ [o - oJ, -> le• - €,•J , and 
!.~ [e -eJ. 
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sqw~,, "drink" is [sqwo,,J i 
' tW [' •Wl tv.q · 0 spea1cu is toq _,; and 
-s~wUfw 11 old man" is 
The second part of the rule, (Sb), specifies that 
the segment s, is. approximately [11.J in the context ste.ted: 
{ 5b) L- lowJ -> {2 low] / [+ V J [-t 
- high -~ + 
. --- . • 
Applying the rule: 
JGS nba.d n is phonetically LfAS] ; 
meq s 11 nose" is [mAqs J ; 
Sfaplem •tscreech owl" is [sfApl;.m] and 
qwet 0 burnn is [qwAt] • ... .--......... 
The articulation of~ when adjacent to the segment 
xw varies between phonetic [AJ and [vJ, taking on the 
.!..-
characteristic rounding of xw in the latter case. For • 
example: 
w [ w w ~:L 0 d~ylightu may be phonetically y.q. J or [yu;~J; 
yaleiw 11 flnd 11 may be articulated as [Y~l.¼wJor [y~lUfwJ; 
w', w', w', and i. a~_: 0 hot" as [:r Ala< ?J or as vla<"J. 
It seems that the factor which distinguishes phonetic [DJ, 
representative of the phoneme~ in this context, from 
phonetic [o] (or [oJ), representatlve of the phoneme £ 
under the same conditions, is one of laxity; the segments 
~, B,, .t_:, and i are relatively tense at all times lljhereas 
the articulation of e is in all contexts relatively 
nontensa. 
The ·third part of the rule specifies that the 
seg-ments and g_ are phonetically ['B•J and [e], 
6 respectively, in the context stated: 5 
(5c} [+ backJ -> .[2 backJ 
Applying the rule: 
ia~w "good/pretty" is phonetically [i,t?Jqwj; 
~! "house" 1 s [ :p~s J; 
qa;.req ti {to) fly0 1 s [ q1H11\.q] ; and 
iwaqw ne,11" is [ f w-eq wJ • 
• 
Rule (6) applies to nonhigh vowels adjacent to 
1back consonant·s and back glides which are nonlow. The 
first part of the rule, (6a), specifies that systematic 
is approximately [eJ in the stated context: 
(6a) 
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[-_ backj [1 b_ackJ. - high 2 high / r +:_] i; r= ;::~lie] l- l+ baca • 
Condition: the segment[+ V - back - high] cannot 
be adjacent to a segment which is 
[ + C + lowJ • 66 
6 . 
5or they may be articulated somewhat further 
back (and. perhaps· somewhat rounded): g..:..--:l-[_--e. - a.~ 9.nd 
!! [-e - aj • 
66 . . Note that "low consonant" appears in the environ-
ment of rule (5). Thus the application of rule (5) to any 
segment effectively "blocks" the application of rule (6) to 
the same segment, but not vice versa. 
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The· rule can only apply when the condition stated.in the 
rule is met (and when the context is satisfied). For 
example: 
kwa:n, "hold/grasp", which is phonetically [kwenJ ; 
sxwentem "white man", which is [sxwent~m]; and 
sei~ic "cattail 11 , which is [set;10J. 
The condition stat~d 1s not met and the appli-
cation of the rule is blocked in the following: 
qa1?req " (to) flyn, wM.ch is phonetically [q1:1;1.aqJ ; and 
~a"enexweq nupper Chehalis languagen, which is 
Lt!- "wa"i-nexW AqJ • 67 
The second part of the rule, (6b), specifies that 
systematic and _g_ are approximately [a•J and [a], 
respectively, in the given context: 
(6b) r + back] -:,, L- high [ :::~ J / [~] * r= ;::al1 cl . _ l+ back , 
Condition: the segment [+ V + back - high] cannot 
be adjacent to a segment which is 
[t- C + ·lowJ • 
Applying the rule: 
Eaw "one" is phonetically [paw"J ; 
· ' w , · r- ' w , J ~ak at 0 hair" is L~ak at ; and 
'){pxwa"n "(to) hidett is ["1pxwa.,anJ. 
67The rule applies to the segment 2. pre:~eding xw 
in this case but not to the seg~ent preceding q. 
Rule ( 7) applies t,o nonhigh vowels ad.jacei1t to 
llqulds and nonback consonants and glides. The first 
part of the rule, (7a), specifies that systematic~ is 
raised to phonetic[~] in the appropriate context: 
(7a) l- high] -> [+ highJ I [+ V l t Ll } - low * vocalic] 
- back • 
Condition: the segment [+ V - low - high] cannot 
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be adjacent to a segment whlch ts [+ bacl<]. 
The rule can apply only when the condition stated in the 
rule is met (and when the context is satisfied). For 
example: 
'}a• ies "boss/head manu, which is phonetically [:'a<• its]; 
, , .., I r~ , , -~, 0 earth soil O , which is Lt3:misJ ; and 
' , ' ' . syelqin "slave u' whl ch is lsy~lq en "J . 
The condition stated in the rule is not met throughout. 
however, in: 
w, w , r, w.. J k ena"en (- k ena"an) 11 Take itt", which is Lk ena'>3:n ; 
;belekw 11fall/topple 0 , which is [±~lakwJ; 
se'(}{c ttcattailtt, which is lse1~1cJ; 
laci..,~ 0 buy 0 , which is [lAq.An J; 
sqwaqcus Uforehead 0 • ·which is [sqw.Aqcus]; and 
ie s "bad O , which is [ J.A.sJ . 
68 [: J · + back here refers only to consonants and 
68-
glides. The vowels and §3:. are al so [+ back] , but morpheme 
structure conditions rule out the possibility of a morpheme 
containing a *VV sequence. 
The second part of the rule, (?b), specifies 
that systematic .§:..:. and §:. are fronted to [a<•J and [a<J, 
respectively, in the context stated: 69 
( ?b) Lt- back] 
Condition: the segment G- V + low + back] cannot 
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be adjacent to a segment which 1 s [t. backJ • 
Applying the rule: 
• r 'J sa1_ 0 two 0 is interpreted phonetically as Lsa.<1 ; 
sa • ce t 11belly 11 as [sa< • c~ tJ ; 
12,a~~c 11 outside ( the house) t) as [pa<*cJ ; 
f '-' a< -ca?l ''three'' as Lea<" ~J; 
t t 
_!;§_t "uncle" as [ta<tJ; and 
y_a.v n older sister" as [ya<rj. 
The condition is not satisfied as stated in the rule 
throughout the following examples: 
, 'w . ' 
mak at "corpse/dead''' which is lmakwatJ 
takwa"en 1tClose (it)tt, which is [takwal):1:n]; 
xwata.q O jump/hurry", which is [xwatBq]; ?O 
' , 
qal "wa tertt, which is [ q-al] ; 
· 69.rhonetic rrel , ·which is articulated further 
forward than phonetfc - ra<J, occurs very infrequently. 
I~ was observed onl~ in lat ':very 0 [lret] - [la.<t] and in 
"thank you" [mresi] - [ma<s iJ. 
70Also recorded as [XWAtAqJ and [xwatAqJ. 
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, w r, , w ,l maq em "mead own • which is L~q .t.~mJ ; 
!a.~. "house 11 , which is [f"BsJ; and 
1~aqw nal1°, which is [f"
1-eqwJ (or [fwO..qr,J). 
And rule (8) applies to high vowels adjacent to 
nonlow segments. The first part of the rule, (Ba), 
specifies that sy~tematic i • and 1. are phonetically [i •] 
and ~J, respectively, in the context stated: 
(8a) [- back] -~ [Ob~ck]/[+] [- low] + high J high ~· 
• 
Condition: the segment [r V - back + hi.gh] 
be adjacent to a segment which is 
Applying the rule: 
mi"a ngrandfather 0 is phonetically lmf"a1; 
ski'"pxwa "rabbit 11 is [sk1">1 pxwaJ ; and. 
c i c el "short" 1 s le! c~iJ .• 
cannot 
[t 1011d • 
The condition stated in the rule is not satisfied, how-
ever, in the following: 
•Wt W . ['W' W q iCf "Queets", which is phonetically q eci J; and 
qic 0 play (males) n, which is [qecJ. 
The second part of the rule, (8b), specifies 
that systematic g_: and B_ are phonetically [u•J and [uJ, 
respectively, in the stated context: 








Condition: the segment [+ V + back + high] cannot 
be adjacent to a segment which 1s [1- lo"CAi}. 
_Applying the rule: 
tu"uxw 0 nine" 1, s phonetically ~u"uxw_l; 
RU"~ 0 cat" is [pu"usj; and 
f,ul~ w 0 hi gh/up/above O 1 s [.iukwJ. 
The condition is not satisfied in: 
, w - ., w J mm~ 11 payu, which is phonetically Lmo~ An ; . and 
sqwu,, "drink", which is lsqwo?J. 
Optlona~ Phonetic Rules 
Rule (9) specifies that systematic~ may be 
ryl . phonetically~] ' wh~n stressed and when adjacent to 
' ( V V) f a palatal segment .§., £, .£ or to systematic if.. and y_ 
provided that it is not also adjacent to a low 
--------~·---
71Phonet1c [~ , which is articulated relatively 
high and front,· differs from the allophones of systemati~ l by the former segment's being nontense and the latter's 
being tense. 
consonant: 




- high * ::::::~rl 
I: ~aclr] I~ high • 
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Condition: the segment [+ V - low - high - bacl{J 
cannot 'be adjacent to a segment which 
i s [+ C + 101{} • 
The rule is not obligatoryt however, for 2 may be inter-
preted as [~Jin this context . . For example: 
te:L~~ "fa.11/topple 11 may be either · ltiif~J or cf~ii~J ; 
1ecqye1: 0 elk/game (quarry) 0 , [_i{cqy~:mJ or [itcqyimJ; 
,, I [ ,, J ye~ 0 tooth teeth 0 , yrnis [ ., , . ~1 d or _yi!n± s_i ; an 
yatwa" Usalmonberryn, [yrtwa·-,J 01" [y{twa"J· 
Moreover, it appears that the vowel must be stressed 
in order for the rule to apply; ~•s occurring in this 
context ln unstressed syllables are apparently not subject 
to the rule: 
,t I V ,t t V 
laq:f:.ac 0 beaver" ( ±aq (a*) "wide", =1,a..£ suffix 0 bellyu) 
t 
1 s phonetically [lAqb!-cj ; 
• • C anpust It oyster tongs t1 is [_cinpu.stJ ; and 
w! say eps " ( sprig or widgeon ? ) duck O 1 s [w! sa< f ps] • 
Rule (10). states that in a sequence of vowel 
follm~ed· by 0 glottal stop0 followed by nonvowel (any 
segment other than a vowel) within a word, an ephemeral 
"echou vowel may intervene between the glottal stop and 
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the nonvol'1el: 
{10) [+ v] [·_t- G J Jr consonante.lJl --• 
continuant ti;- vocaliq] J 
;ong] ft!: consonantaD1 
· [= vocalicJ J . 
[+ 'V] 
[ + G ·J - . continuant 
The epenthetic echo vowel has the same feature-values 
as the full vowel except, of course. that the echo vowel 
1s by its transient nature nonlong in all cases. 
The contrast between full vowels and echo vowels 
in this context is quite clear. The duration of the 
unstressed vowel of each of the following examples is 
constant with that of unstressed vowels in general: 
0 child0 , phonetically ['.fB"-eqJ ; 
stl?ixw 0 man/male 0 , [stl"ixwJ ; and 
tu.,uxw 0 nine 11 ' [tu"uxw]. 
In contra.st, the duration of the echo vowel is 
markedly transient in the following forms: 
fa"qa'> 0 children11, which is [i-s'>13qB'>]; 
§ .. '.P~"xwu,, nboy", [st1"1xwuj ; 
c!"kwe~g_:: "Lie dovm! 0 , [c!-,ikweia<".>J (-a" impera.tive); 
skl"pxwa "rabbi t st , [sk:t"1 pxwa J ; 
smu..,lem ••vegetables ('buried')" [smu"ul~m]; and 
ya')ylu"..P~t]. "tell legends", [ya'" a<ylu" 11p3:t]. 
The contrast is also evident in derived forms 
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involving the insertion of the segment_::: 
y_ay_ 0 older sister11 [ya'lf] vs. ia'>.vu" 0 adolescent sister 
[y~< l')a~u:] ; 
nesc n yo~nger brothern [n:1:- scj vs. 
brother': [na'"a~scu"] ; 
, V -
na"scu" "little 
mah ttson" [_ma<nJv-s. ma"nu" lma'"acnu'>J ttsmall son"; 
• ' rf ' ' '" I') I-.,alsaqa" 0 Stand up!. 0 L~a~lSAqB"J VSo ta lseqa 11 You · 
all .stand up! H [_ia< ,,al SAq_B "J ; and 
p~sten "white man° [pa<st~nJ vs• .§_£a'>stan± :twhi te WOIB8.n 11 
Ru.le (11) states that post-velar (low) consonants 
which are valued as plus glottalized may be affricated 
r8.ther than glottalizea.; and the rule specifies that the 
continuant which follows the stop segment in this case 
is valued identically as the stop except that the latter 
ls noncontinuant: 
(11) + C + C + C 
+ low + low + low 
(- continuant) continuant + continuant 
°' rounded a.. rounded C\ rounded 
+ glottalized - glottalized (- glottalized) 
For example: 
qape?s 0 soft/su&1.ve 0 may be articulated as [q-apt"isJ or 
as [ q~BP~,,¼ sJ ; 
,w w . ,w w w w w sq Uf - ttsmokett as ~q o~ J or as lsq f Of J; and 
-:>ulq O snake'* as ["ulqJ or as [''ulqi]. 
Rule (12) states that nonglottalized stop 
• 
(noncontinuant) consonants, particularly post-vel~rs, 
may be aspirated (tensed) when no other segment follows 
(as in utterance-final position): 







~epye~ "dry" may vary between phonetic [!..1pyAqJ and 
, ' h [_:ZAPY..{)q ] ; a.nd 
'Ja:.: seq_ II snow 0 between ta~. SAq] and l ?a<• s Aq h J . 
4.5 
Finally, the sequence g_ may be articulated as lsyJ 
or as lsJ, though the former is more general: 72 
(13) + C 
~ackl 
+ C 
+ anterior - anterior 
+ coronal + high -> + coronal 
+ continuant + continuant 
- lateral • 
For example: 
syaltfw ttwhale~ may be rendered phonetically as 
[_sy~lA~/qJ or as lsJ:lA~WJ; and 
' , • t ' syalqin "slavett a.s lsy~lqen"J or ls~lqen"_]. 
72There is no evidence to indicate how the rule 
would e,pply to §1.. 
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SummarY- of the Rules . 
To recapitulate, the phonological rules proposed 
for Lower Chehalis are the following: _ 
intransi-}, 
J 
· which applies to bisyllabic verb stems in which primary 
stress fa.11.s on 'the vowel of the second syllable of the 
base form. In the appropriate context, the stress 
falls on the vowel (V1 ) of the first syllable of the 
stem, and the vowel (V2 ) of the second syllable of the 
stem is elided; 
( 2) !j longJ ->- [:- longJ / L+ VJ 
which states that long vowels become short when unstressed; 
(3), which applies to the formation of diminutives and, 
to a restricted degree, plurals of mono-, bi-, and 
trisyllable stems (cf. pp. 27-28); 
( 4) [- rounded] - [:I- roundeaj . / r + C ] 
• L+ back * r: :ow J -. 
back , 
which states that back consonants are rounded when 
adjacent to u• and u within a morpheme; - -








+ V j " f+ C J 
")¢ L+ low 
+ low 
[
+ V j 
which states that sy.sternatic high vowels are lowered, 
that systematic~ is lowered, and that systematic low 
vowels are articulated further back adjacent to low 
consonants; 
(6) [= backJ -> [~ backJ high high 
t back] [~ bacJ high . high l-:~1 * I= ;::alicJ __ back 
Condition: the vowel cannot be adjacent to a low 
consonant, 
, · 
which states that systematic ,2 is articulated 
mid-central and systematic and low-centre,l in 
the appropriate context if they are not also adjacent 
to a low consonant; 
(7) [- high] • [t high] 
G- baclc] [9 
Condition: the vowel cannot be a.dj2.cent to a -segment 
which is [+ bac~ , 
which states that systematic~ is raised and that 
systematic low vowels are fronted adjacent to liquids 
and nonback consonants and glides if they are not 
adjacent to a back segment; . 
(8) t backJ -> G backJ []* [- lm,~ + high high [r backl [~ bacj + high...1 high 
Condition: the vowel cannot be adjacent to a low 
segment, 
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which states that systematic high vowels are articulated. 
high if and only if they are in the context of nonlow 
segments; 





it· r+·:I ~nteriJ 6 coronal J 
r :aJ l~ hig~J 
Condition: the vowel cannot be adjacent to a low 
consonant, 
which states that systematic !2_ may be phonetically [1] 
when stressed and when adjacent to a. palatal segment 
, 
or to systematic z and~ provided that it 1s not also 
adjacent to a low consonant; 
(10) [r vJ 
[: ~ontinuant] 
~.· consonanta1Jl 
"le- vocaliQ] J 
[+ v] f='· V J L- long ~r 
le-
consonan ta:i]_ 
vocalicJ J , 
which states that in a sequence of vowel followed by 
glottal stop followed bJr a segment other th8.n a vowel 
within a word, an ephemeral echo vowel may intervene 
between the glottal stop and the nonvm•rnl; 
(11) + C + C + C 
+ low + low + low 
(- continuant) -?> - continuant + continuant 
Cl rounded rounded rounded 
+ glottalized. - glottalizedj (- glo.ttallzed) , 
which states that glottalized low consonants may be 
affricated rather than glottalized; 
( 12) [- tens~ - • [_+ tense] / + C 
+ low 
- continuant # 
- glottalized 
which states that a nonglottalized low stop consonant 
may be aspirated when no other segment follows; and 









which states that systematic.§.+ JL within a word may 
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be articulated as lsJ . 
. Rules (5)-(9) are low level rules; and :-u..les 
(10)-(13) are non-obligatory rules (i.e., alternate 
realizations are possible). Of the opt;ional rules, ( 10) 
and (11) a::ce much more general in terms of actual 
r~alizations than the others are. 
Rule Aopl1cat1on 
The relevance of having the phonological state-
ments apply in the order indicated above should become 
clear when a number of items are subjected to the sequence 
of rules. In working from the abstract systematic phonemic 
level to the level.at which the phonetic output is attained, 
only those statements which are relevant to the items 
being described are mentioned. 
, , , w, w The derivation of '>iqa~qwan ta 9 an tat x u"k u'> 
ttThat little boy is running 0 is: 
, I , T/[, W '>1- + qeieq + ::lI::.. +-en+ ta"an +tat+ x uk + 
-+ ,,iqelqwen ta:,an tat xwu...l{wu,, by rule (1) 
, ' , w, w ) -> '>iqelqwen ta"an tat x u"k u" by rule (3 
, , , w, w 
->eqA:±q1"-an ta "an tat x u"k u" 
_. '>eqAlqwen ta,,an tat xwu~kwu,, 
by rule (5) 
by rule (6a) 
by rule(?) 
- ' , w, w ( ) ·~ ,,eqAlq1'len ta<..,a<n ta< t x ur.>k ur.> by rule 8b 
['>eqA~qi;-an ta<"a<n ta<t xwu.,ukwu4'J by rule (10). 
,'w , , . And the derivation of ;ak a"et;: tit clilqans lac 
,~"aq "Wipe the little girl's tears offt" is: 
,'w , I , ~ak +-a,:,+::.!::,+~+ culq + + ±ec + ia')aq 
,'w ,, ' ±ak a"an tit culq.Ans · lee 
'w " ' -+ ;bak a "in tit culq.Ans l:\:c 
r· .1•w . . , ' , Llak'a"~n tit culqAns l~c f8"BqJ 
by rule (5) 
by rule ( 6a.) 
by ruJ. e ( 7 a ) 




Vowel Alternation rill£ Reduc.tion 
A number of things among the data are not accounted 
for by the phonological rules in the preceding chapter and 
for which there is insufficient information at the present 
time to explain. Among these are vowel alternations in 
such pairs as:, 
sna"c~g "old woman° and sr1a~_ca"mu? 11 11 ttle old woman"; 
sxwu.xw "old mantt and sxwa"xwu" '*little old man•t; .....!...~,...-!.~ -!.-., __ • __ 
nasc '~ younger brotheru and na" scu" 11 11 ttle brothern; and 
12asten nwhite man" (<English 'Boston', possibly through 
Chinool,c Jargon) and spa"stan±: uwhi te womanu. 
In addition there is not yet sufficient material 
to characterize the processes which govern the reduction 
or elision of certain unstressed vowels and the loss of 
certain nonvocalic segments in unstressed syllables or 
particles from the canonical torms. For example: 
W, - / . r. W, ,l x a tag_ u ~)ump . hurry 0 was recorded a.s l.:'"I{ a taq_1 • r w, ,-, _!:- atA'lJ , 
- w, .... and l_X AtAqJ • 
V Although the unstressed vowel of ,:E.Q.£ "firen is not 
t , t t 
reduced in be"a,yce:e_t~ "axe", it may be reduced to a zero 
grade in meceu 11 fire 11 ' phonetically lm'c~pJ or [_m~cpJ 
( or [_micpJ), e.nd in s~wa"cep 0 wood", phonetically 
w, V w, [s; B"ctpJ or [_s~ B"c~ • As two of severa.l examples of 
the loss of a nonvocalic segment from an unstressed form, 
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, w ( ) . lt~. "Ik teatem ,: Something was stolen11 was recorded as 
l .- w J w , ' •w tl-t1k tAqt~~ and [t"1k tAqt~mJ; and 't..fawi_ !;-~- tat 
•w, , lak atens tat xa~aq "That boy has very nice hair" was 
~---~Jr.~ 
' ,w 'w, , recorded as G·-rawi 1,eq ta~t l1c atns ta't iB"~eaJ and as 
' '1•1 'W , ' [.wawi I,aq · t!~k a t~ns ta<t Jfe'>-eqJ. 
Reduplicatio11 
In general. the pattern of reduplication is that 
the reduplicated item follows the stem on which it is 
formed (and it is unstressed). Most of the reduplicated 
forms recorded express, as the term suggests, some form 
of reiterative activity .. Por example: 
11 continua.lly chewing 0 ; 
w w, w ( !Liw 0 crawl 0 and k iwk iwi" "crawl around as when 
picking berries)"; 
Wv , W"' , W Wv t *cei c 11 dri.p 0 , ">icex cwan ndripping", and "icex cax cwan -- ------- ___ , .............. ,._ ...... __ __ 
"continually dripping 0 ; 
" , • ..., ., , 
capa~ "lighten", "icepfwen t;lightning", and --- ---
V , V t • "1cepaic8pa,xwan "continually lightning"; ----·-...Jt....--
t t t 
lili:'., 0 walk" and ~}l;y:i_~~ uwalk aroundn; 
''w ''w ','w' •w tuk "bite n ( also recorded as [te>k J) and tulr tuk 
0 spicy/peppertt; and 
w w, w w w• ya~ 0 daylight 11 and Y~iX. ax yex ax wen 11blinldng lights" 
- • ! -A----· ---
(?). 
Other reduplicated forms do not suggest the idea 
of repititious activity so clearly: 
w, w ' ( ) x atx ataga') "Hurry up.u :a? imperative ; 
w , w . k alik ali "mouse"; 
' ·w ' w , ' w , ' w , · _·1 k 0 1k iyanst "straight pin° (recorded as lk ik 'iya<ns~); 
and musmus 11 eown. 
Although certain details remain to be explained, 
the pattern o~ reduplication is generally clear. It is 
not entirely clear, however, how the rules must be 
revised to account for it. 
Loanwords 
It is probably best to enter loanwords in the 
lexicon with the specification that they are not·in fact 
native items. V, Te] Although· some loanwords such as sukwa? 
lsukwe~ "sugar" t kapl QtapiJ "coffee~•, and mustkwata 
[mustkw~ltaj "silver dollar" (!!!_13.§. 0 four 0 , t indef'ini te 
article) conform to the phonological patterning of the 
native vocabularY., a good many others violate native 
root patterns and/or phonetic rules. For example: 
lipoa "peasu, which is phonetically [_lipoa.J; 
sa~tiham 0 get dressed up0 , which is [_santihemJ ; and 
"ulman st old man°, which is ~ulmaaj • 
Conclusion 
The addition of further material to the present 
corpus would probably bring about the need to expand the 
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phonological rules stated above. Additionally, future 
... 
comparative studies ·will most likely reveal historical 
processes which are not now evident.· For example, in 
' w comparing Lower Chehalis peq nbrown11 with Quinault-
/paqw;?3 ''gray 12 , Lower Chehalis -c?J?. 0 fire 0 with~ Quinault 
r 'w,' .., "1 71-,, 'w , , L q .A tcul:J · "burn", and Lower Chehalis 9- elan "ear" with 
Qu{nault [qwe:La<nJ , 75 there is good reason to believe that 
under certain.conditions the segments which have developed 
i11to Quinault Q., g and~ merged into 2.. in Lower Chehalis. 
Correspondences such as these suggest the existence of 
historical rules which must be revealed before a thorough 
phonological description of the language can;be 
accomplishedo 
73 Gibson, 2..2· cit., p. 22. 
74Personal datum. Cf. footnote 48. 
7.5~. 
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GLOSSARY OF FORMS CITED 
A 
all 
animal; insect; misbehaved 
defi:ni te article 


































' , '· palen 
, t 
teptan 
• • " w t;;m8x qes 
'w,, sq uyeq 
t "' -1ec 
' ·
1






t w f T,, I 
























circle; be round 






, ' "a•las 
. , t ...... nul:ta."lmesu?· 
qamten 
"" ' cit(a.n) 
. , '¥ 
na"scu" 
"' nesc 
y t, w cespeq 
t'W t' q e 
leqen 





' ·'" sn1ca 
'w • k a.y 
'ir,, 'w , k aylc e,yen 
xa"aq • 
celep 





































w ,w ,w, 
9 uq s; q a±~ q el; 
,wi kwukw q ~; 
makwat 
w, nax·ai 
, , t culpalq; musmus 
kwiw 
kwj~wkwi wi r) 
"ukw - sukw 
t ""' leqec 
qWii 
, w laq seq 
w yex . 
W1 W W W' yex ax yex ax W8n . . . . 




'w,' q ice± 
qax"a . 
qax"u . 
t , V tela,,pesu,, 
w, mustk ata 
santihem 
















•cured' salmon eggs 
eight 





fall backward (females) 





WY *cex c • 
· , W W'-', '>ic ax c ex cwan • • 
w!ss.yeps 
,w 1,, q e an 
' -an 
• w,' lel{ an 
'w, t lek a"nu" 
, t " temes 
w, w sq ux. t emi ± 
' sacc 







• ' ,-v , w telec; lelek 
, t 
tawatqyeq 
,w, ' teq aliY8Cl 










fire, lexical suffix 





















' ' , xiw; xiw1w . . . . 
' , ' stq_e.•leq 
w . ' x ac 




,'wv puk cep 
' , , qemqen 
' "1 t q 
ta?yan 





w, " sq . eqcus 
mus 
' cuw 
' " lee 
, , tit ')atem 
'w " "" k 1"; calc; ?um~t; 
• w '">umc - "ux; 
, " palac 














high; up; above 
hit with club 
hit in face 











, " pecc:al 
qwiq 
' . '? . ..., sxu. mec • 
cen 
mat 
, , , 'V qenay; tu?eles 
w, sq elem 
,. w "ipx a"n 
I:,ukw 
' sep 
, , ' w teqx us • 
,w ,.,..1 q a-,, e 
kwen 
stlqiw 
w 1' ,,., I e a. 
"' xas• 
w, w x atx ataq 
'"' sen 
"Jane; "' .... cen 



















tell lfe {females) 








' , ' .... sa•culec 
-e± 
w, x ataq 
, "' pu"su" 
ta"nes 
'w, ' k apmen 
11± 
,., w - mix·ws ID.LX qes 




' . w ta•q 
, . , , 5 ' , ' yulaqam - yula~qam ; 




" , ..., t 
' t wins - Wins 
, " mescen 
low; down; below 
low; deep 
Lower Chehalis; Indian 
Lower Chehalis young 
person; young Indian 
Iv! 
man; male 
young man; boy 
old man 




















,, ' " iewelmes 
t .,,,i w S l X 
w w , ·. sx ux; ')ulman . .• 
w, w sx a"'x u" • 

















, w tu.,ux 




















play (males ) 










. , t 
tetapaw 
" pa1c 
1'1 '1..,, " sk enu_cic 
w , .... .., sk enu";bcicu" 
,, 
sxepl em • 
.?, , t w 
Ce.b ex • 
t 
1ap{lqs 
, w mux en • 
lipoa 




































be sick; vomit 
sing 
little s1 ster 
older sister 
w w q aq 
" t ,, ' , ce sciq - cyeq 
",' SUW8± 
' t , ' teqif8l'.l 








w paq t 
se.•q 
')axen· . ' 
t cups 
t -!, ' tac(mel:) 
, , , 
wayelex 
. . 
' , c!cme± - c!cemei 
'1"' , C CG:t: 
, ' ' sutmgl: 



































, " ' syalqin 
. , , t 
syelqi')nu" 
, , 
mtP sem; nexes 
wkw X UJ. 
w 11 w x u"k u" 
lacqewes 




, " "a• seq 
t' • w uq 
tul~wtukw 






, " paxa"ycep . 
, . ' ,,, qap e" s 
• man 
" t ma"nu" 
,wi' q C 
skwiyuh 
• 
. 11 ttle squirrel 
stand up 























third singular subject 
this (feminine) 
w , . sk iyu">hu'> 
t , 
tals~q 










" , secem 
, ' " supsnec 
culq 
, ' "' pa,nec 
masl 
• t1s"en; 1akw 
ta"an 
" ' san 
-ti'> - -iti; centi-
paie~ 
, 'w ya•k ei 





























ti l)en; t! ')ensi ,,· 
V 1:)1 • ce. = 









; w tix·ce;b 
' .,., ' , cenpust 
-en 
ceqal: 




, w te "wa "e n0 x e q 
smu"lem 
w, t 
x eti(en); lat 
t 
y!li" 































, w sex ei 
tam 
t , -I t , qawa.c - qawat"i 
( ) 
.. , , 
wi can 













w, " sx a"c ep • 
, ' xelmel . 
•W 'h1' , q e _me= 
nu"; "'.., -cs 
, " "ela.p; '.""cup 
la-
' , .., telap8s 
-tern 
72 
